INTRODUCTION
DURING THE MIDDLE decades of the sixteenth century, news of the recent discovery of the New World provoked a heated scholarly debate in Ottoman Istanbul. While ostensibly about the dimensions of the inhabitable earth, this dispute was wide-ranging and overtly politicized, and it encapsulated two of the central concerns of early modern knowledge production: the destabilizing tension between textual authority and empirical observation and the dialectical relationship between reality and representation. Waged in both text and image, and fueled by a growing awareness of the European voyages of exploration, it was thus an argument that reproduced many of the contours of the "shock of discovery" in the contemporary Latin West. 1 Yet Istanbul's version of this great debate also unfolded within a matrix of uniquely Ottoman intellectual reference points. As a result, the most pressing question raised by the New World for the learned elite of the Ottoman Empire was the following: Was the New World really new, or had it already been discovered by Alexander the Great?
For many modern readers, the centrality of Alexander in a dispute of this kind may come as a surprise. But due to a long-established literary tradition in Arabic and Persian as well as Turkish, for Ottoman literati the figure of Alexander served as the lens for a bewildering range of representations of justice, patronage, and ideal rulership. From the pages of the Qur'an, Alexander was known as a great world conqueror, a prophet of Islam, and the first caliph. In mystical literature, he was a model of Neoplatonic perfection for whom Aristotle served as Sufi master. In his astrological guise as the Lord of the Auspicious Conjunction (Ṣ āḥ ib-Ḳ irān), he was a celestial emperor destined by the stars for world dominion. And in the epic tradition inherited from medieval Persia, he stood as the founder of a cosmopolitan world order, whose status as universal sovereign was confirmed through his systematic compilation of knowledge about the inhabitable world and its peoples. 2 Each of these "Alexanders" implied a different set of relationships between knowledge of the world and sovereignty over it, and throughout earlier periods of Ottoman history, each had been used to present alternate models of rulership to which the sultan could aspire. 3 But over the course of the sixteenth century, the Atlantic voyages of exploration caused this vast range of cultural associations to be inflected and redefined in novel and even alarming ways. In part, this was because the discovery of a new American continent raised basic empirical questions about the comprehensive nature of ancient knowledge and, in consequence, Alexander's status as a "universal sovereign." But, perhaps even more profoundly, as Ottoman literati learned progressively more about the discoveries through European intermediaries, they also became exposed to the proprietary claims of Renaissance humanists regarding the heritage of Greco-Roman antiquity. Inevitably, this transformed the Ottoman debate over Alexander's discovery of the New World into a larger argument about Alexander himself, and to whom his legacy belonged.
Against this background, the present article has three principal objectives. First, through a detailed reconstruction of this intellectual controversy as it unfolded over several decades, it illustrates the coherence and seriousness of 2 The literature on Alexander in Islamic intellectual history is vast. For a general introduction, see Erickson, Stoneman, and Netton; for this article, a recent and still-unpublished dissertation has proven very useful: see Cornwall. For a corresponding set of studies on Alexander in medieval and Renaissance Europe, see Gaullier-Bougassas. 3 For two recent fifteenth-century case studies, see Kastritsis; Ahmedi. Ottoman discussions of the New World-a body of writing that, until now, has tended instead to be described as disconnected, frivolous, or even nonsensical. 4 Second, it argues that a preoccupation with the ideas of the European Renaissance, and with their potentially disruptive implications for the Ottoman elite's understanding of the world and their empire's place within it, was a fundamental driver of this debate. Finally, it suggests that this preoccupation with evolving Western representations of space and time was decisive even for those Ottoman authors-whose views became close to hegemonic by the end of the sixteenth century-who completely rejected European geography and cartography, to the point of refusing to even acknowledge the New World's existence.
A " TRADITIONAL" STARTING POINT: THE IMPERIAL SCROLL
With the above goals in mind, this investigation begins with a work of Ottoman cosmography from the middle of the sixteenth century that, at first glance, does not reflect in any obvious way the rapidly changing world in which it was produced. It appears within the introductory preface to a carefully articulated project of sultanic legitimation known as the Imperial Scroll (Tomar-ı Hümāyūn), a physically imposing and visually stunning work executed on a single roll of paper over 100 feet in length. 5 This larger text, which was gradually elaborated over several decades, does not have an easily identifiable date of completion. But it is primarily attributed to ʿArifi (d. 1561), the first official chronicler to Sultan Suleyman the Magnificent (r. 1520-66), who sketched out its basic design and completed its introductory sections toward the end of his life, in the late 1550s. 6 As such, the Scroll 's cosmological preface stands as the closest approximation to an "official" statement of Ottoman geography to survive from the period. It would be difficult to overstate the importance of the Imperial Scroll to the present study, since it serves as a common reference point for all subsequent Ottoman geographic texts to be discussed in the pages that follow. This is not because the Scroll itself contains a description of the New World-it does not-but, rather, because of the explicit connection it draws between geographic knowledge, sacred history, and a particular understanding of Ottoman sovereignty directly connected to the legacy of Alexander the Great. Indeed, this connection is central to the basic composition of the Scroll, whose introductory preface is followed by an enormously detailed family tree that presents (as the Scroll itself is gradually unfolded) a lineage of universal Islamic rulership beginning with Adam, understood to be the first prophet of Islam as well as the first man, and culminating with Suleyman the Magnificent. By means of an imaginative and at times completely spurious genealogy, Suleyman and his Ottoman forebears are thus presented as the direct descendants-by way of the philosopher Avicenna-of the earlier Abbasid caliphs of Baghdad, whose lineage is in turn traced to the family of the Prophet Muhammed, through him to the earlier prophets of Islam, and, eventually, back to Adam, with whom history begins.
Meanwhile, Alexander the Great occupies a separate branch of this family tree, which descends from Adam in parallel to the Ottoman dynasty. Here, the Scroll directly recognizes Alexander among the prophets of Islam, in his Qur'anic persona of He of the Two Horns (Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn), and singles out his name, alongside those of the Prophet Muhammed and Suleyman the Magnificent, with special decorative medallions, distinct from all the other names appearing in the genealogy. Through this unique visual language, the Scroll establishes an immediate connection across time between these three figures, underscoring the Ottoman sultan's status as the latter-day successor of both sacred predecessors. To further emphasize the point, Suleyman's medallion also proclaims him Shadow of God on Earth (Ẓ ıllu'llāh fī'l-arż), a title associated since the early Abbasid dynasty with the universal sovereignty of the caliphate, as well as with Alexander himself, as "the first caliph." 7 Situated at the base of this family tree, the Scroll 's cosmological treatise anchors-in a literal sense-its genealogy through a representation of sacred space that directly complements the sacred time of the tree itself. With respect to the terrestrial world, the central organizing principle of this sacred cosmology is the Inhabited Quarter (Rubʿ al-Maʿmūre) of medieval Arabic geography, a zone equivalent to the oikumene of classical Greco-Roman geography, outside of which human habitation was considered impossible. After carefully delineating the Seven Climes that constitute this zone and identifying the Muslim Lands (Bilād-ı İslam) in each of these climes, the Scroll marks their outer limits: the inhospitable lands of Gog and Magog (Yācūc ve Mācūc), to the north, and the equally foreboding Lands of Darkness (Ẓ ulmāt), to the south. Further, the entirety of the terrestrial world is encircled by an unnavigable Encircling Ocean (Baḥ r al-Muḥ īṭ ) and finally by the mythical Mount Qaf (Cebel Ḳ āf ), understood by medieval Arab geographers to be the physical world's impassible limit. 8
Finally, all these elements are represented graphically in the form of a world map ( fig. 1 ), which completes the visual imagery of the work by serving as the earth out of which the Scroll 's sacred family tree emerges in full flower. Following the conventions of medieval Arabic cartography, this map is oriented with east to the left (in other words, the reverse of modern maps) and is colorcoded and prominently captioned to make its highly stylized geographic features more legible. Thus, the world's Inhabited Quarter, depicted in white, is centered on Mecca, marked by the black shroud of the Kaaba. The inhabited region is then bounded below (i.e., to the north) by Gog and Magog, labeled in gold and shaded bright red, and above (i.e., to the south) by the Lands of Darkness, also labeled in gold and appropriately blackened. The Encircling Ocean appears as a cobalt ring, rippled with stylized waves, and encircled in turn by an unbroken border of thick green scales representing Mount Qaf ( fig. 2 ).
What makes this combination of geographic features so central to the Scroll's overall message is that for a contemporary Ottoman reader each feature would have carried a series of deep historical, literary, and scriptural associations with Alexander the Great. Most basically, the world's Inhabited Quarter was generally understood to have been coterminous with the universal dominion established by Alexander as the archetypal world conqueror. Meanwhile, the reference to Gog and Magog would have invoked Alexander's appearance in the eighteenth sura of the Qur'an, in which he forges an iron wall to protect civilization from an apocalyptic invasion of these two subhuman peoples. 9 The Lands of Darkness would have been familiar from the Qur'an as well, but also from the epic traditions of medieval Persia, where they featured as a mythical wilderness into which Alexander-much like Gilgamesh before him-had hubristically ventured in search of the Water of Life. Moreover, according to several versions of the Iskandar-nāme, the Persian-language epic of Alexander's life, this quest ended at the top of Mount Qaf, where the angel Israfil, admonishing Alexander for desiring that which humanity ought not to seek, ordered him back to the world of men. 10 The common thread running through each of these associations is that although Alexander was known as a universal sovereign, whose rule extended across the known world, his status as such depended on an understanding of the world itself as tightly circumscribed, or bounded-in the physical sense of being encompassed by an Encircling Ocean and a mythical Mout Qaf as well as in the metaphoric sense of being fully accounted for by geographic 9 Van Donzel and Schmidt, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] For an overview of this complex literary tradition, see Stoneman. knowledge inherited from the Islamic past. 11 In other words, in much the same way that the Imperial Scroll established a genealogy of sacred time that bore little resemblance to the actual ancestry of the Ottoman dynasty, it established an image of sacred space with a tenuous connection to empirical geography. In doing so, it carefully avoided any acknowledgment of recent European discoveries unaccounted for by traditional knowledge-since to do otherwise would have undermined the work's basic ideological integrity. But the Scroll also shunned the most authoritative geographers of the Arabic tradition, instead relying heavily on Ibn al-Wardi's Pearl of Wonders and Singularity of Marvels (Ḫ arīdat al-ʿAcā'ib wa Farīdat al-Ġarā'ib), a late medieval work highly inflected with literary flights of fancy and mythological references to Gog and Magog and the Lands of Darkness. 12 Through this choice, the Imperial Scroll presented an exaggerated picture of the world's "bounded" nature and the threat it faced from pernicious outside influence. In the process, it also implied that Sultan Suleyman had a sacred duty to defend these boundaries, rather than to risk the Apocalypse by venturing into the inhuman world that lay beyond.
Thus, despite its ostentatiously "traditional" frame, the Imperial Scroll was an explicitly political statement about the proper relationship between knowledge and sovereignty. Moreover, it was a statement that bore the clear imprint of the specific place and time in which it was produced: the imperial atelier of Istanbul's Topkapı Palace during the final years in office of the formidable Ottoman grand vizier Rustem Pasha (d. 1561). Among modern historians, Rustem Pasha's vizierate-and the late 1550s in particular-has been closely associated with the consolidation of a class of professionalized Ottoman scholar-bureaucrats, a group composed almost exclusively of Turkish-speaking graduates of the empire's system of state-run madrasas. Sharing a common education based in the study of Arabic, Persian, and Islamic jurisprudence, they advocated a highly canonical approach to knowledge production, and sought to actively reshape the standards of both scholarship and rulership according to models found in the historical, legal, and cultural foundations of Sunni Islam in the pre-Ottoman past. 13 Figure 2 . World map from the Imperial Scroll (Tomar-ı Hümāyūn), ca. 1555, detail showing Gog and Magog, the Encircling Ocean, and Mount Qaf. Courtesy of Topkapı Palace Museum.
12 Even compared to this source, the text and especially the map in the Imperial Scroll significantly exaggerated the prominence of Gog and Magog and the Lands of Darkness. Compare with Pinto, 2016, 35-37 . Also note that, despite the text's popularity, there is uncertainty about whether it was authored by the fourteenth-century Ibn al-Wardi (d. 1349), a fifteenth-century author of the same name, or a different person entirely. See Cheneb. Note that my transcription of this Arabic title is vocalized differently from the titles in Ottoman Turkish cited elsewhere in this article. 13 For a recent study of this group's consolidation, see Atçıl. For an elaborate biography of a specific member of this class, see Fleischer. In the realm of governance, arguably the most concrete expression of these scholar-bureaucrats' newfound clout was the influential project of the empire's chief religious authority, Ebu's-Suʿud Efendi (d. 1574) , to reformulate the Ottoman legal system by bringing it into systematic alignment with the Hanafi tradition of Islamic law-thereby connecting the sultan's own legitimacy as "caliph" to his deference to this tradition. 14 But the same group was also responsible for a number of equally important developments in the wider realm of culture. These included the elaboration of a sophisticated canon of history, ethics, and literature that drew direct inspiration from established genres in Persian and Arabic, as well as the consolidation of the new "imperial" style of literary Turkish that, being heavily infused with the vocabulary and grammar of these erudite languages, was fully accessible only to those who had received the elite education of the scholar-bureaucrats. 15 Meanwhile, in a manner that was arguably even more directly coordinated by Rustem Pasha, a distinctive Ottoman aesthetic was promoted across a much wider array of material and visual culture forms, in areas as diverse as mosque architecture, textiles, decorative ceramics, and the arts of the book. 16 Like the Imperial Scroll itself, the production of all of these forms became increasingly monopolized by the imperial ateliers of Topkapı Palace. Collectively, they presented the image of an Ottoman "imperial tradition" in seamless harmony with its Islamic antecedents.
To a considerable extent, the cultural program of this newly ascendant group -and its distinctively "traditional" outlook-was symptomatic of a wider reordering of imperial politics in the mid-sixteenth century, a period in which Ottoman territorial expansion was nearing an end and the borders of the empire seemed to be reaching their natural limits. 17 But, importantly, this new reality contrasted sharply with the situation just a few decades earlier, when the empire's prospects had appeared very different. Indeed, as recently as the twelve-year vizierate of Rustem's predecessor and erstwhile rival Ibrahim Pasha (d. 1536), the empire had witnessed such dramatic territorial gains that the extension of Ottoman rule over the entirety of Christian Europe as well as over Safavid Iran had seemed not only possible but virtually inevitable. In consequence, Ottoman intellectual life during Ibrahim Pasha's years in office had been characterized by a very different set of ideas about space, time, and the sultan's historical destiny-ideas that had little place for his role as a guardian of "Islamic tradition." Instead, in a manner that drew freely both from the symbolic repertoire of the Italian Renaissance and various apocalyptic traditions in Arabic and Persian, Ibrahim Pasha had used his cultural patronage to promote a vision of the Ottoman state as the New Rome, a millennial empire destined for global conquest, and led by Sultan Suleyman as the "Alexander of the Age." 18 Within this context, it therefore makes sense to think of the Imperial Scroll not as an uncontested statement of the "traditional Ottoman worldview" but, rather, as an urgent response to the ideology of a previous regime-a regime whose heady record of success was still fresh in the minds of many. And by no means coincidentally, one of this regime's most emblematic ideological statements was also a work of geography: the Book of Sea Lore (Kitāb-ı Baḥ riyye), by the celebrated navigator and cartographer Piri Reis (d. 1553 ). PIRI' S " ALEXANDER" : THE DEBATE TAKES SHAPE Today, Piri Reis stands without question as the most famous Ottoman geographer of the entire early modern period. This fame rests on Piri's reputation as the first Ottoman author to report the discovery of the Americas, but this does not quite capture Piri's actual contribution as a geographer and cartographer. More accurately, Piri's work can be described as a synthesis of traditional Arabic cosmography, more recent European cartography, and the compendium of knowledge from classical antiquity contained in the Geographia of Claudius Ptolemy (d. 160 CE), a work whose text and maps had only recently become available through the ongoing work of European humanists.
This synthetic impulse is on clear display in the surviving portion of Piri's first known work, the Map of the Seven Seas, which he completed in 1513 and presented to Sultan Selim I in 1517 ( fig. 3 ). Here, in an oft-cited passage inscribed in its margins, Piri gave a full account of the sources consulted in compiling his map, a list including "charts made by four Portuguese who applied mathematical methods to represent India and China," as well as a map of the "western seas" that had been drawn by Columbus himself. 19 But alongside these works of recent European composition, Piri showed equal deference to an older category of maps, which he called "mappaemundi" ("yāpāmūndolar") and described as "maps originally composed in the time of Alexander the Great that encompass the world's entire Inhabited Quarter." Noting that he consulted a total of eight maps of this type, he further explained that "the Arabs call such maps geographies [caʿfariyye] ." 20 Curiously, Piri used unorthodox spellings for both of these terms: yāpāmūndo is typically rendered pāpāmūndī in Ottoman Turkish, while caʿfariyye is more commonly written cogṙafiyye. 21 Nevertheless, both clearly referred, at least conceptually, to maps in the Ptolemaic tradition, and it is therefore significant that, in associating this type of map with antiquity, Piri also gave equivalent names in both Arabic and Latin. 22 Through this terminology, Piri gestured toward the common antique origins of the cartographic traditions of the Latin West and Islam in a way that suggested his own map was a reinvigoration of this shared legacy. 23 To the same end, Piri described the final result of his labors as "a map whose likeness is possessed by no one in [this] age"-indicating that he understood it not as something new but, rather, as the receptacle of ancient knowledge about the world that had been lost and was now rediscovered. 24 This enthusiasm for reviving "ancient knowledge" is equally evident in the specific way that Piri represented the Atlantic Ocean and its littoral on his map. Most obviously, in describing the newly surveyed lands on the ocean's western shore, Piri avoided any reference to a "New World," preferring instead the decidedly more ambiguous "Antilles" ("Antilya"). Similarly, he carefully depicted the coast of these new western lands as a contiguous line directly connected to an Antarctic landmass, and with no outlet leading to another sea beyond. In doing so, he implied-in common with Columbus-that these lands were an extension of Asia rather than a previously undiscovered continent. 25 But, just as importantly, he also endorsed a fundamental element of Ptolemaic geography, the Closed Sea (Mare Clausum), which had been abandoned by later Arab geographers in favor of an Encircling Ocean ringing the entirety of the terrestrial world. In this way, rather than proclaiming a "New World," Piri's map suggested that the recent European discoveries had settledin Ptolemy's favor-an ancient disagreement between Ptolemy and his Arab 20 Soucek, 1996, 50-51. 21 On the intriguing implications of Piri's spelling of caʿfariyye, see Pinto, 2012, 73-77. 22 Note that mappamundi, in addition to a general Latin term for world map, was also the name used by early European humanists for Ptolemy's Geographia; see Dalché, 287. 23 On Islamic maps and their complicated relationship to the Ptolemaic tradition, see Pinto, 2016, 115-17. 24 See TSMK, R.1633: "İşbu h̲ arṭ ī mis̲ ālinde h̲ arṭ ī ʿaṣ ır içinde kimsede yoḳ dur." Here my interpretation differs from Soucek, who translates the passage as "a unique map such as no one has ever produced": Soucek, 1996 , 50. 25 Soucek, 1996 . For a hypothetical reconstruction of the entire map, see McIntosh, 12. successors. What makes this endorsement of Ptolemy particularly surprising is that these Arab successors had known of Ptolemy's Geographia only through indirect references in later works, and had had no access at all to its maps. 26 As a result, Piri's fascination with this specific element of Ptolemaic mapping is a clear indication that he had direct access to Ptolemy's Geographia by other means, presumably through recent editions (translated from the original Greek) by European humanists. 27 Unfortunately, because only a small fragment of Piri's 1513 map has survived to modern times, it is impossible to fully reconstruct the influence of these European editions of the Geographia on Piri's early writing. What is known, however, is that Piri would later return to the Ptolemaic legacy and the question of "ancient knowledge" in a much more elaborate work, the Book of Sea Lore. 28 Piri completed the first version of this text, originally concieved as a navigational atlas primarily of interest to pilots and navigators, in 1521. But in 1526, he completed a second, expanded version at the specific request of the Ottoman grand vizier Ibrahim Pasha. Reflecting its patron's ambitions for the Ottoman Empire as the New Rome, this new version described the entire Mediterranean basin as the "Roman Sea" ("Baḥ r-ı Rūm"), in a way that seemed to directly presage its conquest by an expanding Ottoman state. 29 Moreover, it connected these ambitions, through a detailed narrative of the Atlantic discoveries, to a particular understanding of antiquity and the historical legacy of Alexander the Great.
Piri began this project with an account of the Columbian voyages of exploration, asserting that Columbus (a "Genoese astrologer") owed the entire success of his mission to having found and read "a most pleasing book from the 26 Berggren and Jones, 51. 27 In the 1460s, the Byzantine humanist George Amirutzes and his son (a convert to Islam) translated the full text of Ptolemy's Geographia from Greek to Arabic for Mehmed the Conqueror (d. 1481), making the complete text available in Arabic for the first time; see G. Casale, 2010, 20-22 . However, this late translation, which remains unstudied by modern specialists, appears not to have circulated outside of Topkapı Palace, and there is no evidence that Piri Reis knew of it. I intend to make this text the subject of a future study. 28 A detailed study of this text is available in Soucek, 1996 . For the arguments below, I have consulted the published version of this text in Piri Reis. All subsequent citations are in my own translation from the original Ottoman. 29 For example, in a gesture to the Ottomans' ongoing rivalry with the Spanish Habsburgs, Piri Reis states that his work is the first to provide a comprehensive description of the Roman Sea (Baḥ r-i Rūm) as an aggregate of three separate bodies of water: the Black Sea (Ḳ ara Deñiz), the Eastern Mediterranean or White Sea (Aḳ Deñiz), and the Western Mediterranean or Spanish Sea (İspānyā Deñizi). Piri Reis, 1:83. More generally, see Emiralioğlu, 2016, 89-116. time of Alexander" in which "they had collected and written down all that was known about navigation." 30 In the charmingly colloquial language of the text (composed in rhyming verse in the original Turkish), Piri continued as follows: "We have come now to the science of the Franks [i.e., European Christians]. So let us speak on this, though not so much as to be long-winded. My friend, the Franks both read and write everything there is to know about the science of the sea. But do not suppose that they invented such knowledge on their own; and if you wish, I will explain why. During his time, the famous ruler Alexander traveled over all the seas, and whatever he saw and whatever he heard he had recorded, item by item, by a competent person. In this way he had a full description of the entire sea compiled and written down." 31 Once the book was completed, according to Piri's account, Alexander then sent it to Egypt, where it would be safely preserved for nearly a millenium. But in the seventh century CE, when the first Muslim armies under ʿAmr b. al-ʿAs reached the banks of the Nile, Piri claimed that the vanquished grandees of Egypt had fled to the "Lands of the Franks" (i.e., Christian Europe), taking Alexander's book with them. He continued: "The Franks then had every word of that book translated into their own language. And if you would know the whole truth of the matter, I will also tell you who did this translation. They say it was someone named Bartolomeo [Barṭ olomye]. He is the one who translated the book. Then, he wrote extensively on the use of compasses and maps." 32 There are, to be sure, many surprising and unusual elements in the above account. To begin with, it confuses the geographer Claudius Ptolemy, who had lived in second-century CE Egypt, with the Hellenistic ruler Ptolemy I (d. 282 BCE), a contemporary of Alexander the Great and the founder of the celebrated Library of Alexandria. In consequence, Piri assumed that "Alexander's book" dated to the time of Alexander himself, rather than to the Roman imperial period, when Ptolemy's Geographia was actually composed. This was, in fact, a common mistake, frequently repeated by both Arab and Latin geographers. 33 But what is undeniably new in Piri's account is the figure Barṭ olomye, whom he credited with translating this ancient book into the language of the Franks. In all likelihood, since Piri is known to have relied heavily on the oral accounts of Western mariners, the name Barṭ olomye is a vernacular 30 Piri Reis, 1:197: "Bir ẖ oş kitāb ḳ almış İskender'den . . . cümle deryā 'ilmini bir bir tamām cem' idüp yazmışlar imiş." This idea reflects several stories from medieval Persian literature in which Alexander was entrusted with a book of geography by Plato or Aristotle; see Casari. 31 Piri Reis, 1:197. 32 Piri Reis, 1:199. 33 Dalché, 290, 318. corruption of Ptolemy (probably from Italian). 34 But in Piri's account, Barṭ olomye appears as a separate and much later historical figure, entirely distinct from the original Ptolemy (or Baṭ lamyūs in Arabic and Turkish). In other words, in Piri's narrative Barṭ olomye is invoked as the personification of Renaissance humanism's great geographic tour de force: the recovery, translation, and eventual publication of the original text of Ptolemy's Geographia, which before the fifteenth century had been completely unknown in the Latin West. Of course, the real history of this text's recovery and dissemination stretched over several decades, and involved many different historical actors (none of whom were named Bartolomeo). 35 But Piri Reis, who was a navigator rather than a scholar, can hardly be expected to have reproduced these details. What is above all important about Piri's narrative are its rhetorical implications regarding the legacy of classical antiquity, at a time when the rediscovery and translation of the Ptolemaic corpus by Western humanists-and the subsequent European discovery of new lands about which even Ptolemy was ignorant-was increasingly being touted as a crowning cultural achievement of European Christendom. 36 In his own idiosyncratic way, Piri revealed both an awareness of these ideas and an eagerness to undermine them: first, by reminding his readers that classical geography was not the creation of European Christians but of the ancients and, second, by suggesting that recent European discoveries were themselves merely rediscoveries of what had already been known in antiquity. 37 Crucially, however, since "Alexander's book" had been spirited away to Europe at the moment of the Muslim conquest of Egypt, there were key components of this ancient knowledge that somehow bypassed later Muslim authorities. And this, in turn, justified a certain level of skepticism not only toward the claims of Western humanism but, indeed, toward any knowledge systemincluding that of the Ottoman scholar-bureaucrats-that prioritized erudition, methodological purity, and adherence to tradition over empirical observation and practical experience. In Piri's own words:
For truly, no one can attain that which is in God's reach. Who can even know to where his reach extends? There are so many forms of knowledge, and within 34 An alternate reading of Barṭ olomye would be Bartolomé, suggesting an Iberian rather than an Italian origin. 35 For a recent reevaluation of this topic, see Roberts. 36 Dalché. 37 For a fascinating parallel case from seventeenth-century Qing China regarding the origins of "Western knowledge," see Han Qi (I thank Eugenio Menegon for sharing this reference).
Soucek gives a different interpretation of Piri's arguments, noting Piri's "naïve vision" at a time when Alexander "was being reduced by humanism to realistic proportions": Soucek, 1996, 100. each so many have had so much to say. Some study philosophy [ḥ ikmet], others the science of the stars. Some seize upon whatever they themselves witness. Some learn through experience, others through reason, still others, out of necessity, through transmission. 38 One by one, the great men have expended many words describing the conditions of this world. Now, my dear friend, we too have many things to say in this book, which contains fresh news of its own. My purpose within has been to base every word on the accounts of seafarers, from what they themselves have seen and related. 39
In obvious ways, this ecumenical attitude toward knowledge and authority reflects Piri's background as a mariner and an autodidact rather than a scholar. 40 But it also stands as an archetypal expression of the kind of intellectual eclecticism characteristic of Ibrahim Pasha's years as grand vizier-making Piri Reis a perfect foil for the contrasting worldview of the subsequent regime. With this in mind, it is highly significant that Piri's Book of Sea Lore, while composed in the 1520s, appears not to have been copied or to have widely circulated outside the palace until the 1550s-precisely the same time that work began on the Imperial Scroll. 41 Meanwhile, another author with close ties both to the palace and to Rustem Pasha was composing a very different kind of geographic text. Without ever mentioning Piri by name, this would be the first work on Ottoman cosmography to directly engage with Piri's ideas about the discoveries and their implications for "ancient" knowledge.
ANCIENTS VS. MODERNS: SEYDI ALI' S BOOK OF THE ENCIRCLING OCEAN
The author of this work, Seydi Ali Reis (d. 1562) , was an unusual figure, a veritable polymath whose originality as a thinker reflected both a heterogeneous intellectual formation and a career that straddled scholarship and military service. Like Piri Reis, with whom he actively competed for naval appointments, Seydi Ali was a lifelong man of the sea, and cultivated an interest in geography and cartography from the perspective of a practicing mariner. 42 But unlike Piri, 38 The version of the text here consulted reads naçıl rather than ʿaḳ ıl, which appears to be a copyist's mistake. 39 Piri Reis, 1:117. 40 For a comparative study of the tension between navigators and cosmographers in contemporary Spain, see Portuondo, 50-60. 41 For a list of extant manuscript copies, see İhsanoğlu, 23-25. 42 In fact, Seydi Ali's appointment as admiral of the Indies, which set the stage for his most important work as an author, immediately followed Piri Reis's dismissal from this post (and subsequent execution). G. Casale, 2010, 100-02. he was also the beneficiary of an elite education, and had formal training in mathematics and theoretical astronomy in addition to a deep knowledge of both Arabic and Persian. As a result, Seydi Ali was uniquely positioned to bridge the gap between Piri's eclectic ideas and the "traditional" views of Istanbul's scholar-bureaucrats. Importantly, Seydi Ali was also the personal client of Rustem Pasha, to whom, in 1557, he dedicated his most famous book, the Mirror of Countries (Mir'āt al-Memālik), a firsthand account of his experiences as a naval commander in the Indian Ocean. 43 Seydi Ali's most innovative ideas about world geography, however, would appear in a second work, the Book of the Encircling Ocean of Knowledge of the Stars and the Seas (Kitāb al-Muḥ īṭ fī 'ilmi'l-eflāk ve'l-ebḥ ūr), completed circa 1559. 44 Composed as a more rigorous and technically minded follow-up to the Mirror of Countries, this work's stated purpose was to introduce to a literate Turkish-speaking readership, in a concise and systematic treatise, all that Seydi Ali had learned during his time abroad about celestial navigation, maritime geography, and the science of the sea.
As in the Mirror of Countries, the main geographic focus of the Book of the Encircling Ocean is the maritime world of the Indian Ocean, where Seydi Ali had firsthand experience as a sea captain. However, it also includes a short chapter on the recent discovery of what Seydi Ali called a "New Country" ("Yeñi Memleket") beyond the Atlantic. 45 Despite its brevity, Seydi Ali considered this chapter important enough to single out in his book's general introduction, which ties the discovery of this New Country directly to the central subject of his work: a comprehensive description of the Encircling Ocean. Seydi Ali begins this introduction by noting that the "original sages" ("ḥ ükemā-yı aṣ lī") believed the Encircling Ocean to be a great sea that encompassed the entirety of the earth's Western Hemisphere. But, in a subtle play of words related to the Arabic term for ocean, he insists that this view was based on "incomplete comprehension," since recent explorations by the Portuguese had revealed to "the moderns" ("müte'aḫ ḫ ırīn") a new region on "the opposite side of the world" that was unknown to the ancients. 46 Berardi. 46 The Arabic term for ocean (muḥ īṭ ) and comprehension (iḥ āṭ a) share the same root. VOLUME LXXII, NO. 3 most unambiguous terms, is now "famously known as the New Country" and commonly appears on "the world maps of our day." 47 In this way, from the very beginning of his treatise, Seydi Ali uses the Atlantic discoveries to directly challenge the authority of "ancient" knowledge. 48 In fact, the tension he identifies between "ancients" ("müteḳ addimūn") and "moderns" ("müte'aḫ ḫ ırūn") is a recurring theme of the work as a whole, including Seydi Ali's considerably more extensive discussion of the Indian Ocean, which draws on several "modern" Arabic-language navigational guides (as well as his own experiences) to present a revised picture of that region's geography. 49 Nevertheless, the problem of "modern" knowledge becomes particularly acute with regard to the New Country, since in this case Seydi Ali is compelled to rely exclusively on information supplied by non-Muslim intermediaries. In particular, he singles out three kinds of Western sources that directly informed his account. The first are European maps (described in more detail below). The second is a cargo of artifacts from the New Country, brought to Istanbul in a French ship, whose contents Seydi Ali claims to have personally examined. 50 And the third is the testimony of an unnamed survivor of Magellan's circumnavigation of the globe, who later settled in Istanbul, "during the time of Ibrahim Pasha," and entered the sultan's service. 51 Together, these sources led Seydi Ali to a series of emphatic conclusions about the Atlantic discoveries, which he delineates in the opening passage of his chapter devoted to the subject. He writes, First of all, may it be known that this territory lies outside of the Inhabited Quarter or the Seven Climes. It was the Portuguese who discovered it more than fifty years ago now. It is clear that the ancient men of wisdom had no knowledge of it, since it is recorded in [their] books of cosmography that only one quarter of the world, in its northern hemisphere, has been revealed [to them]. Thus, the moderns have in some measure surpassed the ancients in their discoveries. 52 The above-mentioned people [i.e., the Portuguese] 47 SK, Nurosmaniye 2514, fol. 5 r ; Büke, 56. 48 While echoing the famous debate between "ancients" and "moderns" among contemporary European humanists, Seydi Ali's use of these terms also had precedents in much older Arabic scholarship. See van Gelder. 49 The most prominent modern authorities he cites are Ahmed b. Mājid (d. 1500) and
Sulayman al-Mahri (d. 1550). 50 SK, Nurosmaniye 2514, fol. 28 v ; Büke, 112. 51 In all likelihood, this unnamed mariner was also a main informant of Piri Reis. Three veterans of the Magellanic voyage-Antonio Pigafetta, Michael of Rhodes, and Francisco Albo-have been proposed as the most likely candidates; see Couto, The original text reads, "egerçi müte'aḫ ḫ ırūn daḫ i ḳ udemādan bir miḳ dār ziyāde bulmışlardur."
have surveyed the entirety of it with great care, after extensively searching the sea to the west of the Eternal Isles until they found a territory on the opposite side of the earth, now famously known as Terra Nova, meaning the New Country. 53
Thus, in a composition exactly contemporary with the Imperial Scroll, Seydi Ali begins by affirming that the Scroll 's sacred worldview, based on an Inhabited Quarter of seven climatic regions, has now been fundamentally overturned by the discoveries of "the moderns." Even more radically, Seydi Ali acknowledges that these "moderns" are non-Muslims, and that his own term for the territories they have discovered is a direct translation from their language. At the same time, Seydi Ali carefully disavows Piri Reis's alternate hypothesis that these European discoveries were somehow based on lost knowledge recovered from "Alexander's book." Instead, as he goes on to affirm, "until the time it was discovered, there was absolutely no contact between this side and that, or between that side and this, and the people there were ignorant of the Holy Book and the Prophet, living rather like wild animals." 54 In a subsequent passage, Seydi Ali discusses the "wild" ("vuḥ ūş") character of the New Country's indigenous population in more detail, including rumors that among its natives were "octopusand dog-faced men, and dwarves with their faces on their chests, and other people of normal shape but eighteen cubits tall." 55 He even marshals physical evidence to substantiate this last point, claiming to have personally seen enormous bows and arrows that were brought to Istanbul in the cargo of the visiting French ship. Then, in an echo of the most profound theological debate to be provoked in the Latin West by the voyages of exploration, Seydi Ali concludes his discussion by calling into question the humanity of these native inhabitants: "Let it also be known," he writes, "that in all probability, the people of this New Country are not of the race of men, but are of a different species entirely." 56 Indirectly, this too can be read as a refutation of Piri Reis, who at one point in his Book of Sea Lore had described the natives' rapid embrace of Christianity after its introduction by Spanish and Portuguese missionaries. But in practice, the presence of an indigenous human population in the New Country presented a far more profound problem for the Imperial Scroll than it did for Piri. For if, as the Scroll claimed, Ottoman sovereignty and the universal 53 SK, Nurosmaniye 2514, fols. 28 r-v ; Büke, 111. 54 SK, Nurosmaniye 2514, fol. 29 r ; Büke, 112. 55 SK, Nurosmaniye 2514, fol. 28 v ; Büke, 111. 56 SK, Nurosmaniye 2514, fol. 29 r : "cā'izdür ki nev'-i insāndan olmayup maẖ lūḳ -ı āẖ ir olalar." Büke, 112 . For a discussion of parallel European debates about the "monstrous" populations of South America, see Davies, Islamic community were coterminous, but humanity itself extended beyond the Inhabited Quarter to parts of the world untouched by Islam, how could the Ottoman sultan still claim to be a "universal" ruler? Seydi Ali's uncomfortable answer was apparently that the New Country, much like the far regions of Gog and Magog, were inhabited by men who were not fully human. 57 Intriguingly, Seydi Ali's chapter on the New Country abruptly ends immediately after this statement, perhaps indicating that he was too troubled by this question (and his answer) to explore it further. But a different version of the same basic ontological dilemma reappears in an entirely separate section of Seydi Ali's text, a highly technical chapter on cartography titled "On the arrangement and manufacture of charts and mappaemundi." Here, Seydi Ali's aims are completely utilitarian, as he describes the process of making and using charts for navigation at sea. But in a measure of just how ideologically fraught his acknowledgment of a New Country could render even a technical topic of this kind, his explanation required that he first completely redefine the cartographic taxonomy used by his predecessor Piri Reis.
The starting point for this taxonomy is the Ottoman word ḫ artī (originally from the Greek χαρτί, meaning paper), which had served as the most general term for map in Piri Reis's work. Recall, however, that in his world map of 1513, Piri had distinguished a subcategory of map, yāpāmūndo (from mappamundi), which he had defined as "a map that encompasses the world's entire Inhabited Quarter" and which he had associated with the shared classical inheritance of Arab and Latin cartography. Later, in his Book of Sea Lore, Piri would introduce a second subcategory, ḳ arta, which he defined as a navigational chart that depicted only the Mediterranean (in other words, a portolan). 58 Intriguingly, in contrast to yāpāmūndo, Piri had identified this second and more circumscribed type of map as specifically European in origin-a claim that he supported through an etymology of the word itself. In Piri's formulation, before the Atlantic discoveries, Europeans had considered the Mediterranean to be the Navigable Quarter (Rubʿ-ı Deryā) of the world's seas, in parallel to the Inhabited Quarter of the earth. For this reason, he claimed that their name for a map of the Mediterranean, ḳ arta, derived from quarta, meaning one quarter in their language. 59 As is typical of Piri's etymologies, a certain amount of fantasy is at play in this argument. In reality, the name in question derived not from quarta but the Italian carta, meaning both map and paper and sharing the same etymology as ḫ artī. But for Piri, the fundamental point was that the European origin of 57 On parallel discussions among European geographers, see Davies, Piri Reis, 1:83. 59 Piri Reis, the name revealed something essential about the origin of the map itself, and it is against this background that Seydi Ali's discussion of the same subject takes on its full meaning. He writes, "First of all, let it be known that map [ḫ ārtī], and the previously mentioned chart [kerte] are both corruptions of quarta [ḳ ārta], meaning [in their language] Inhabited Quarter. But they call [maps of] the entire world papamundi [pāpāmūndī], the reason being that Papa is what they call the greatest of the Christians, while they call the world mundi, so together this means the Great World. Some say mapamundi instead, which means to bring the world into one place." 60 To summarize: For Piri Reis, a karta was a Mediterranean navigational chart, specifically European in origin, while a yapamundo was a map of the entire world associated with a classical tradition common to both Islam and Latin Christianity. But for Seydi Ali, the reverse was the case: a karta was a map of the world's Inhabited Quarter consistent with a traditional Islamic worldview, while a papamundi was a novel depiction of the "world in its entirety" ("tamām al-dünya"). And, crucially, to call this kind of map a papamundi rather than a mapamundi implied a direct assocation with the pope, suggesting that modern, European-style world maps not only departed from tradition but constituted an explicitly Christian representation of geographic space. 61 Because of the technical nature of the Book of the Encircling Ocean, Seydi Ali is able to leave unspoken the highly charged political consequences of this definition of papamundi. But for an attentive reader, the representational double bind that it presented for Ottoman cartography would have been difficult to ignore. On the one hand, through Seydi Ali's earlier discussion of the discovery of lands "now famously known as the New Country," it was no longer possible to accept the sacred geography of the Imperial Scroll as an empirically accurate representation of the world. On the other hand, any attempt to represent the inhabitable earth's true dimensions by "bringing the world into one place" now risked adopting a mode of representation that was European and Christian, and therefore potentially incommensurate with Ottoman Islam. In short, to draw the world as it was known to be risked accepting that this world belonged not to the sultan but to the pope-a papamundi. 60 SK, Nurosmaniye 2514, fol. 44 v . Also Emiralioğlu, 2016, 247 . It is noteworthy that of the four surviving manuscript copies of this text, one (the copy from Topkapı Palace) has an alternate gloss of this term, explaining papamundi as "a mold of the world [dünyānuñ ḳ ālipi], that is to say, its exhibition [nümūnesi] ." See Büke, 111 . I intend to present a fuller discussion of these variant texts and their implications in a future study. 61 In this sense, Seydi Ali provides an early background to the views of the late seventeenthcentury author Evliya Çelebi; see Hagen, 2012, 114. RENAISSANCE QUARTERLY 882 VOLUME LXXII, NO. 3
TOWARD A COMPROMISE: SIPAHIZADE' S MOST EVIDENT OF PATHWAYS
For all its troubling implications, Seydi Ali's Book of the Encircling Ocean introduced a new level of sophistication to Ottoman discussions of world geography and ushered in an unprecedented period of intense and widespread Ottoman scholarly interest in the subject. In fact, over the next quarter century, dozens of original geographic treatises, reference works, atlases, and maps would be produced, copied, and circulated among the Ottoman literate public. 62 Yet, seemingly in keeping with the conceptual division between karta and papamundi laid out by Seydi Ali, the vast majority of these works fall into one of two highly distinct categories, with surprisingly little crossover between them.
On one side, members of the Ottoman scholarly class produced Turkishlanguage translations of much earlier Arabic and Persian geographies, as well as synthetic reference texts that used these Arabic and Persian sources as models. These works faithfully reproduced their sources' traditional division of the world into a seven-climed Inhabited Quarter surrounded by an Encircling Ocean, and avoided any mention of the New World. 63 They also typically lacked all but the most schematic visual representations of terrestrial geography-a feature they shared with Seydi Ali's Book of the Encircling Ocean, which included no maps despite its extensive discussion of cartography. Nevertheless, by providing readers with descriptions of the world in complete conformity with the views of "ancient scholars," such works served as the equivalent, in text, of what Seydi Ali had described as karta: affirmations of a "traditional" worldview, collectively impervious to the challenges presented by the ongoing voyages of discovery.
Meanwhile, a separate group of Ottoman mapmakers began to produce original charts and atlases directly inspired by European prototypes, clearly belonging to the opposing category of papamundi. 64 To the extent that their authorship is known, these were typically the work not of scholars but of mariners, and show little patience for the conventions of earlier cosmological 62 G. Casale, 2010, 185-92. 63 Goodrich, 1985 and G. Casale, 2012 . The production of these Ottoman maps coincided with the influx of European printed maps into the Ottoman Empire; see Ágoston, 100. traditions. In laying out their spatial geography, surviving examples of these maps completely eschew the traditional system of an Inhabited Quarter divided into seven climes, instead employing a grid of graticules that covers the entire surface of the earth. These maps are almost entirely visual in composition, with little or no accompanying text apart from place-names. As a group, they also display heavy influence from the cartographic school of the contemporary Italian mapmaker Giacomo Gastaldi (d. 1566), whose works are known to have circulated in Ottoman Istanbul and who, in 1562, became the first cartographer to display the Americas and Asia as separate continents, divided by the Strait of Anian. 65 Accordingly, all the Ottoman world maps in this genre carefully show the New World as a disconnected landmass, even while differing among themselves in other respects (figs. 4 and 5). Indeed, the separation of continents seems an apt metaphor for the larger conceptual divide between the textual karta of the scholar-geographers and the visual papamundi of these mariners-the former completely denying the changed reality of the sixteenth century and the latter completely rejecting the conventions inherited from the pre-sixteenth-century past. Inevitably, however, there were at least a handful of attempts to bridge this divide. Among the most unexpected is to be found in an encyclopedia of world geography known as the Most Evident of Pathways to Knowledge of Countries and Kingdoms (Evżaḥ al-Mesālik ilā Maʿrifeti'l-Buldān ve'l-Memālik), a work composed in two separate versions by the scholar Sipahizade Mehmed (d. 1589) . By all accounts, Sipahizade was considered by his peers to be a capable but entirely conventional middle-ranking member of the Ottoman professoriate when, in 1572, he penned the first version of his Most Evident of Pathways, a massive synthesis of traditional geography based on the fourteenth-century Calendar of Countries (Taḳ wīm al-Buldān), by Ebu'l-Fida (d. 1331), and a robust bibliography of other prominent medieval Arabic authorities. 66 In keeping with his conventional scholarly background, at no point in this lengthy text does Sipahizade give any indication that these sources-all from the fifteenth century or earlier-are in need of updating, nor does he include any mention of the New World, the circumnavigation of Africa, or any other recent discovery. Somewhat more unusually, Sipahizade penned his work in Arabic, a choice that enhanced his claims to erudition but restricted the potential readership in Ottoman Istanbul to the most rarified of scholarly circles. Shorly after completing this Arabic version, Sipahizade composed an abridged Turkish-language translation of his own text. 67 Like the Arabic original, the Turkish version begins with an assertion that, according to the universal consensus of "ancient scholars," the earth is capable of sustaining life only in its Inhabited Quarter. But then Sipahizade surprises his readers by relating a "famous story" ("ḳ ıṣ ṣ a-yı meşhūr") that he claims was transmitted from the time of Alexander the Great. According to the tale, Alexander was anxious to discover whether inhabitable lands lay beyond the ocean, so he gathered a crew speaking all the languages of the world and sent them to sea on a ship. After many weeks, the crew encountered another ship, but with men aboard who spoke a tongue that none could understand. The two ships then exchanged crew members with the idea that, in time, each would be able to learn the others' language. Eventually, the men from the foreign crew learned enough to communicate, and upon hearing the purpose of Alexander's mission responded excitedly, "We too were sent across the ocean by our emperor to learn if there were any inhabited lands beyond!" 68 Sipahizade continues, "There are those who have said that this story is without foundation, that it is a falsehood. But now the evildoing Portuguese have traveled around to the opposite quarter of the northern hemisphere, and have found settled lands that reach all the way to China. In the language of the common people, this is known as the New World. It therefore follows that, rather than Inhabited Quarter, one should say Inhabited Half, and that to say 'this story is without foundation' is itself a statement without foundation. God knows best." 69 Sipahizade thus begins his text-a vernacular Turkish translation of his own encyclopedia of traditional Arabic geography-by providing powerful evidence that, because of the recent overseas discoveries, the foundations of this geographic tradition (and, in consequence, of his own scholarship) have been destabilized. Moreover, he does so in a way that directly connects this destabilization with a shift from Arabic to Turkish, implying that the highly specialized, rigid conventions of scholarly Arabic have in some fundamental way become an impediment to an empirical understanding of world geography. As Sipahizade tells his readers, it is only in "the language of the common people [ḫ alḳ dilinde]"-in other words, in vernacular Turkish-that the newly discovered lands across the sea have a name: the New World (Yeñi Dünyā). In fact, 67 Numerous copies are extant, but the work remains unpublished and the autograph copy has not been located; see Koraev. Citations in the present study are from a manuscript copy in SK, Reşid Efendi 644. 68 this passage is the earliest known instance in any Ottoman text in which the specific term "New World" appears. Curiously, however, Sipahizade's apparent endorsement of vernacular knowledge does not lead him to actively revise the main body of his text. Instead, in keeping with the original Arabic version of his Most Evident of Pathways, the rest of his Turkish version is based on the same collection of "ancient authorities" referenced in his earlier work, and it includes no additional information about the New World, whose discovery was announced so prominently in his introduction. The result, then, is an unstable hybrid of opposing intellectual currents: a "scholarly" core within a "vernacular" frame.
REVISING TRADITION: LOKMAN'S QUINTESSENCE OF HISTORIES
Had Sipahizade's Most Evident of Pathways been this period's only example of intellectual hybridity of this kind, it might be dismissed as nothing more than the idiosyncratic work of an individual author. But virtually the same blending of scholarly and vernacular discourses reappeared just a few years later, in the Quintessence of Histories (Zübdetü't-Tevārīḫ ), an officially sponsored revision of the Imperial Scroll attributed to the court chronicler Seyyid Lokman (d. 1595) . This work, begun in the late 1570s and completed in 1583, ranks as only the second Ottoman text, following Sipahizade, to use the precise term "New World" ("Yeñi Dünya"). More importantly, it displays a number of deeper conceptual affinities with the Most Evident of Pathways that seem strong enough to suggest a measure of direct influence.
Indeed, much as Sipahizade had attempted to reframe his original Arabic text through translation to Turkish, the Quintessence of Histories can be understood as a project of both reframing and translating its own source text, the Imperial Scroll. However, since the original version of the Scroll had already been composed in Turkish, this involved a "translation" not from one language to another but, rather, from its original medium (a single 100-foot roll of paper) into the more accessible format of a bound, illustrated manuscript, which was then reproduced in multiple copies. 70 To this end, while incorporating most of the Imperial Scroll 's text without significant changes, the Quintessence features a vastly expanded suite of some thirty full-page illustrations that augmented (and in some cases reinterpreted) key elements of the Imperial Scroll 's content. 71 70 Baki Tezcan goes so far as to describe it as a "published" version of the Imperial Scroll. See Tezcan, 2007. 71 Fetvacı, 166-73. Prominently featured among these illustrations were two new versions of the Imperial Scroll's cosmological and terrestrial maps, the only two paintings in the Quintessence with direct counterparts in the original Scroll. 72 These appear, as they had in the original text, near the beginning of an introductory section dedicated to cosmology, and, at least superficially, the terrestrial map seems to reproduce several key elements of the sacred geography central to the Imperial Scroll 's message ( fig. 6) . Notably, it depicts the world as a flat and perfectly circular disk, ringed by green scales representing Mount Qaf, and with an Encircling Ocean surrounding its Inhabited Quarter. Its most northerly terrestrial latitudes (which appear at the bottom of the page) are darkened and bear the caption "Gog and Magog." A similar area to the far south (appearing at the top of the page) is correspondingly labeled "Land of Darkness."
Upon closer inspection, however, it is the departures from the Imperial Scroll that ultimately give meaning to this new map. To begin with, it features a series of horizontal lines, absent from the Scroll 's map, indicating the Seven Climes, with a special scored line at the southern edge of the First Clime. In traditional cosmography, this would have indicated the extreme southern limit of the Inhabited Quarter, visually bounded in the Imperial Scroll by "darkness" ("ẓ ulmāt"). But here, a vast expanse of both land and sea lies to the south of this line, with several surprising terrestrial features that are each glossed with captions to make their meaning explicit. Most strikingly, these include a large island at the world's far southwestern edge, prominently labeled "New World" ("Yeñi Dünyā") to mark its status as a territory previously unaccounted for by traditional geography (fig. 7) . Meanwhile, the center of the map is dominated by a mimetic depiction of the full coast of Africa, labeled "Portugal" ("Portuḳ āl") at periodic intervals to indicate the successful Portuguese circumnavigation of this continent. Similarly, at the far eastern edge of the map are several more islands clearly situated to the south of the First Clime and labeled "newly discovered lands" ("yeñi bulunan ḳ aralar"). Finally, the sultanate of Aceh-an important diplomatic partner of the Ottomans and a place that Ottoman travelers had themselves visited and described-appears as another island off the southern tip of an exaggeratedly extended Southeast Asian peninsula ( fig. 8 ). 73 Uniquely, Aceh therefore represented a "newly discovered land," 72 Tezcan, 2012, 30; Pinto, 2016, 35-37. There are three extant copies of the text, but only two include the world map discussed here: Topkapı Palace, TSMK H.1351 (cataloged under the title Silsilenāme) and Chester Beatty Library, MS 414. On the completion dates of the existing versions of the Quintessence and the inter-relationship of their illustrations, see Fetvacı, 150. For the discussion below, I have consulted the map from the Topkapı Palace manuscript, which appears on fol. 14 r . 73 G. Casale, 2005. whose location to the south of the First Clime could be confirmed independently of European intermediaries. Taken together, these elements point to one conclusion: the world's human geography was not limited to the Inhabited Quarter, a fact proven not only by the existence of the New World and the Portuguese circumnavigation of Africa but also by the Ottomans' own expanding web of relationships in the eastern Indian Ocean. But by nevertheless conforming to certain conventions established in the Imperial Scroll (the earth as a flat disk, the Encircling Ocean, Mount Qaf, etc.), the Quintessence suggested that this new knowledge about the world did not demand a complete rejection of traditional geography. Instead, it gestured toward the possibility of a compromise, one that could account for the world's newly expanding horizons while still remaining respectful of "ancient scholars" in a way that contemporary European papamundi were not.
It is thus tempting to read the map introducing Lokman's Quintessence of Histories as the equivalent, in visual form, of the vernacular introduction to Sipahizade's Most Evident of Pathways, which had similarly acknowledged the recent European discoveries even as it left in tact the "traditional" worldview of its main text. Moreover, these formal parallels of structure and content are by no means the only links that can be established between these two works, which are also both associated with patronage from the same highly placed figure at the Ottoman court: the formidable grand vizier Sokollu Mehmed Pasha (d. 1579) . In fact, Sipahizade is known to have completed his Turkish translation of the Most Evident of Pathways at the direct request of Sokollu Mehmed, probably between 1574 and 1576, with work on the Quintessence of Histories beginning shortly thereafter. 74 It is therefore difficult to avoid the conclusion that these two works constituted a coordinated project of intellectual reconciliationthe first embedded within a scholarly reference work about world geography and the second in an explicitly political work of sultanic legitimation. Together, these complementary texts proposed a less rigid understanding of traditional knowledge and its relationship to universal sovereignty, according to which new information about the world beyond the Inhabited Quarter could be acknowledged and incorporated into a preexisting schema without overturning its essential foundations.
Furthermore, such a vision was fully in keeping with what is known of the larger political program of these works' patron, Sokollu Mehmed Pasha-a project which I have elsewhere described as a project of "soft empire." 75 Throughout his long term in office-which stretched from the death of his predecessor Rustem Pasha, in 1565, until his own death, in 1579-Sokollu Mehmed had masterfully stitched together opposing factions, built alliances across the empire, and projected Ottoman influence abroad in ways that continually reinforced his own hold on power over the reigns of three successive sultans. The goal of reconciling competing worldviews and competing modes of representation through the universal power and majesty of the Ottoman dynasty was thus an apt reflection of Sokollu's own career in politics, as well as a common theme running through his many acts of intellectual and artistic patronage. While a full discussion of these efforts goes well beyond the scope of the present study, it will suffice to say that Sokollu sponsored a long list of creative ventures that, in various ways and through various media, all attempted to 74 Sokollu's patronage of Sipahizade's Turkish version is noted by later biographers, although the existing manuscript copies that I have consulted mention only Sultan Murad III (r. 1574-95) in their dedications. As for the date of completion, most extant copies of the Turkish text carry the date H.980/1572-73 CE, the same as the Arabic original, but the dedication to Murad III suggests it was completed slightly later. The earliest extant copy in either language is dated H.984/1576 CE. See Koraev, 121 . On Sokollu's role in commissioning the Quintessence, see Fetvacı, G. Casale, 2010, 149-51. forge a more inclusive and expansive understanding of Ottoman "tradition"frequently through direct engagement with the cultural production of contemporary Italy and France. 76 The mutually reinforcing messages of the Most Evident of Pathways and the Quintessence of Histories were thus a tangible part of this larger project. But like many attempts at intellectual compromise driven primarily by politics, and supported by a single powerful patron, this project suffered from an inherent fragility that would prove difficult to sustain in the absence of its benefactor. In consequence, after Sokollu Mehmed fell victim to an assassin's blade, in 1579, Ottoman Istanbul entered an era of intellectual turbulence that would continue throughout the early 1580s.
Recently, in a series of provocative studies, Baki Tezcan has described this turbulence in terms of an intensifying confrontation between two factions within the Ottoman elite, one favoring a system based on unfettered sultanic power and prerogative, the other advocating tight limits on this power through strict enforcement of dynastic law (kānūn) and holy law (sharīʿah). In addition, Tezcan has argued that this clash of political ideologies spilled into other areas of scholarship, giving rise to a wider intellectual dispute about the nature of verifiable knowledge. On one side of this controversy, the "people of reason" ("ehl-i ʿaḳ liyye") argued for the primacy of rational inquiry and empirical investigation, which an all-powerful sovereign would naturally support through generous patronage. Opposing them, the "people of transmission" ("ehl-i naḳ liyye") favored strict adherence to the views of established authorities, a position in keeping with the need for sultanic power to be circumscribed by tradition and holy law. 77 Tezcan's analysis is of particular relevance to the present study because he has identified two scholarly works of world geography from the early 1580s as the most representative examples of these two opposing intellectual positions. The first, an anonymous treatise completed in 1582 under the title Lawbook of China (Kānūnnāme-i Çīn ve Ḫ ıtay), was a thoroughly traditionalist text, which described China, in utopian terms, as a society ruled by unchanging 76 Fetvacı, . Prominent examples of this patronage include a portrait album of Ottoman sultans (Şemā'ilnāme) modeled after the 1575 edition of the Italian humanist Paolo Giovio's illustrated Elogia Virorum Bellica Virtute Illustrium (In praise of illustrious men for virtue in war), as well as a Turkish-language history of the kings of France based on a printed French-language chronicle. For a bibliography of recent scholarship on these projects, see Fetvacı, 142 . Sokollu was also a prominent supporter of the astronomer Takiyüddin Efendi, who made use of Western printed books as well as instruments of recent European manufacture (including a terrestrial globe) in an effort to update the astronomical tables of the fifteenth-century central Asian ruler Ulugh Beg. 77 Tezcan, 2009 Tezcan, , 2010b Tezcan, , 2012 Tezcan, , 2013 ; more generally, Tezcan, 2010a, 1-13. laws to which even the emperor was subject. The second, composed in 1583 by Mehmed el-Suʿudi (d. 1591) and titled The New Hadith, was a thoroughly rationalist treatise, which argued against the primacy of traditional knowledge by presenting a detailed description of the New World based on several recently translated European texts. 78 Building on Tezcan's analysis, the final section of this article shows that Suʿudi's New Hadith also advanced a much more specific argument about Alexander the Great and the discovery of the New World, which was intended as a targeted critique both of the worldview of the Imperial Scroll and its more recent elaboration in the Quintessence of Histories.
SQUARING THE CIRCLE: MEHMED EL-SUʿ UDI' S NEW HADITH
Mehmed el-Suʿudi was an elite legal scholar, and by the 1580s counted among the highest-ranking members of the Ottoman professoriate. His geographic treatise, today commonly known as the History of the West Indies (Tārīḫ -i Hindī Ġarbī), was destined to become highly popular in the decades after his death, including in Iran and India, where it would circulate widely in Persian translation. Much like Sipahizade's Most Evident of Pathways, however, it was also a work with a complex textual history, as it was produced in multiple versions with dramatic differences in content. In fact, even the work's modern title, History of the West Indies, was introduced only later, in anonymous, posthumously edited versions of the text from which the most controversial sections were excised. 79 Unlike these later versions, the polemical overtones of the original text, which was presented directly to Sultan Murad III, were explicit in the title Suʿudi chose for the work, The New Hadith (Ḥ adīs ̲ -i Nev), which appeared together with the subtitle The New Clime (İḳ līm-i Cedīd ). As recently noted by Tezcan, the term hadith, which has the basic meaning of report or simply news, has a technical usage in Islamic jurisprudence, referring to the verifiable sayings and deeds of the Prophet Muhammed and his companions that, 78 Tezcan, 2013. Tezcan has also described the rationalist position of The New Hadith as a response to the destruction of Takiyüddin's astronomical observatory, following a public condemnation by Istanbul's chief religious authority, Ahmed Kadızade, in the months immediately after Sokollu Mehmed Pasha's death. Tezcan, 2010b, 139-51. 79 The arguments presented here are heavily influenced by Tezcan's recent study of this text; see Tezcan, 2012 . A full translation of Suʿudi's original text has been published by Goodrich, 1990 . For this article, I have produced my own translations from Goodrich's annotated copy of the manuscript in Chicago's Newberry Library (NL), Ayers 612, which he left to Baki Tezcan before his death. I thank Tezcan for sharing this copy with me. For the fine copy of the manuscript, presented to Sultan Murad III in 1583, see Beyazit Devlet Kütüphanesi MS 4696. alongside the Qur'an, form the basis of holy law. On the other hand, clime referred to the Seven Climes of Ptolemaic geography, which together composed the entirety of the world's Inhabited Quarter. Provocatively, Suʿudi's twin titles, The New Hadith and The New Clime, implied a subject left unaccounted for by both traditional geography and Islamic scripture itself. Suʿudi reiterates this point in his author's preface, explaining that the aim of his book is to describe "a New World that has unexpectedly been revealed to mankind." 80 Interestingly, in giving a name to this New World, he avoids the vernacular Turkish Yeñi Dünyā, introducing instead ʿAlem-i Cedīd, an erudite Perso-Arabic construction with the same literal meaning. He then goes on to define this New World as something totally unaccounted for by previous scholarship: "Until now, no one in these parts has ever visited that area nor has anyone given any information on its description . . . the ancient writings and early books do not comment on those matters and do not undertake their explanation, and the greatest experts among the authorities of history do not even skirt the edges of intimate knowledge about them." 81 Crucially, Suʿudi then explains that he was able to write his own account only with the help of "some innovative books and recent maps" ("ḫ arā'iṭ -i müsteḥ des̲ e ve kütüb-i muḥ des̲ e"), which he consulted "after they were translated and annotated"-a clear indication that they were originally composed in a Western language. 82 Unfortunately, Suʿudi does not reveal the titles of these books and maps, but his modern editor and translator, Thomas Goodrich, has identified at least four: Peter Martyr's De Orbe Novo, Franciso López de Gómara's Historia general de las Indias, Agustín de Zarate's Historia del descubrimento y conquista del Peru, and Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo's De la natura hystoria de las Indias. 83 As Goodrich has shown, the content of these works forms the basis of the third and final chapter of The New Hadith, in which Suʿudi presents a comprehensive description of the New World and a brief history of its exploration. But while this third chapter constitutes by far the longest section of The New Hadith -and the only portion to be included in toto in later versions intended for general circulation-it is Suʿudi's first and second chapters that address headon the intellectual implications of his material through a sustained critique of "ancient authorities." 80 NL, Ayers 612, fol. 2 v . 81 NL, Ayers 612, fol. 2 v . 82 NL, Ayers 612, fol. 3 r . 83 The specific editions of these texts consulted by Suʿudi are not known. But based on linguistic evidence, Goodrich has argued that the Turkish translations of these works were very likely made from mid-century Italian-language editions of these texts. Goodrich, 1990, 33. Opening his first chapter with a well-known Qur'anic passage asserting that knowledge is better than ignorance, Suʿudi begins this project delicately and with due deference to the standards of his scholarly milieu. 84 Drawing from a large bibliography of geographers in the Arabic tradition, his first step is to present several instances in which these authors either disagreed with one another or were subsequently disproven in critical questions of world geography, thereby establishing that "ancient knowledge" was neither monolithic nor infallible. As he moves toward the end of his first chapter, his tone gradually becomes more aggressive, eventually to the point of being openly scornful of the individual opinions of al- Masʿūdi (d. 956), Nasreddin al-Tūsī (d. 1274) , and other venerable authorities. By far his most scathing and systematic criticism, however, concerns one particular text: Ibn al-Wardi's Pearl of Wonders and Singularity of Marvels, the fanciful fifteenth-century cosmography that had served as the primary geographic reference for both the Imperial Scroll and the Quintessence of Histories.
With a level of unvarnished hostility that has no real parallel in the writings of any previous Ottoman geographer, Suʿudi expresses general disdain for this work, and particular contempt for its portrayal of the world's seas and oceans. At one point, for example, he notes that al-Wardi believed it was possible to sail from the Black Sea directly to the Arctic Ocean through an outlet in the Crimea-a ludicrous statement from the perspective of Ottoman Istanbuland ridicules the idea as "a pure falsehood and a diabolical stroke of madness." 85 Then, a few pages later, he turns to another passage from al-Wardi on a by now familiar theme: Alexander the Great's attempt to explore the ocean and discover what lay on the opposite side. However, according to al-Wardi's version of this story, it was the Caspian Sea rather than the Atlantic Ocean that Alexander had sent a ship to survey, where it supposedly sailed for a full two years and two months before finally encountering the mysterious ship from the opposite side whose crew spoke an unknown language. After reproducing this story in full, Suʿudi contemptuously dismisses it as "nonsense," noting that the dimensions of the Caspian Sea have been established precisely, and that its full width can be traversed in a matter of days. But he then goes on to offer an alternative interpretation of the story's original meaning:
Such a long sea voyage [on the Caspian Sea] is highly improbable, and to suppose an unknown king greater than Alexander on the other side is impossible. But what is possible is to attribute the aforementioned story to a voyage on the Ocean, which is known to be most extensive in both width and length, with 84 Qur'an, 39:9: "Say: Are those who know equal to those who do not know? Only those endowed with understanding will take heed." 85 NL, Ayers 612, fol. 18 v : "Vehm-i ṣ arīḥ ve ẖ abṭ -i ḳ abīḥ ." most of its extremities uncharted. In addition, the possibility exists that the aforementioned ship appeared from the New World, since most of that region's coasts are surrounded by the Ocean, while beyond its settled regions there are high, dense mountains. According to some accounts, in fact, it is located in the middle of the Ocean, completely separated from the Inhabited Quarter, yet approximating the same in its shape and dimensions. 86
Suʿudi concludes his first chapter shortly after this intriguing allusion to Sipahizade's Most Evident of Pathways and, less directly, to Piri Reis's Book of Sea Lore. He then begins his second chapter, a much shorter and more tightly organized section devoted specifically to the Encircling Ocean and the question of what lays beyond. Here, his first move is to reiterate a basic consensus among the "ancient men of learning" that it is impossible to navigate across the Western Ocean or to find land on its opposite shore, a view he attributes to such eminent scholars as al-Masʿudi, al-Biruni, and Ptolemy himself. Of course, since Suʿudi began the very first page of his book by affirming that there is land beyond these waters, and that it is possible to navigate to the other side, by including this material he inevitably makes these authorities appear foolish. 87 Once again, however, he reserves his most direct and biting critique for al-Wardi, focusing on al-Wardi's vivid description of the Western Ocean's furthest navigable point, the Eternal Islands, which he reproduces in full: "On these islands [according to al-Wardi] are two idols carved from the hardest stone, and it is written on their breasts that the way of safe passage ends there. Each idol stands indisputably at a height of one hundred cubits. And it was the ancient king of the Himyarites known as He of the Signpost [Ẕ ū'l-Menār] who built these idols, who is none other than He of the Two Horns [Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn] mentioned in the illustrious Qur'an." 88 This very dense passage, to which Suʿudi will object in the most vehement terms, requires some decoding in order to fully appreciate both its meaning and the nature of Suʿudi's reaction to it. First, the Arabic prefix ẕ ū'lcarries the literal meaning he of the or the possessor of. Thus, the name Ẕ ū'l-Menār translates as He of the Signpost (or, alternately, He of the Lighthouse) just as Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn, the Qur'anic epithet of Alexander the Great, denotes He of the Two Horns. Meanwhile, the "ancient kings of the Himyarites" were the pre-Islamic sovereigns of South Arabia, known dynastically as the Tabābiʿa in classical Arabic historiography, whose collective rule was thought to have extended back as far as the second millennium BCE. One of them, Abraha of the Signpost (Abraha Ẕ ū'l-Menār), was so called because of a military campaign in which he had ventured into the desert and marked the way for his soldiers. 89 But according to several early Arab geographers, this same Abraha of the Signpost had also ventured into the ocean, building an idol to the sun on an island to mark the ocean's last navigable point. 90 Further complicating the story, Abraha of the Signpost was the son of another ancient king, Ibn al-Rāyish, who bore the epithet He of the Two Horns (Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn), the same attributed to Alexander the Great. As a result, some early Arabic commentaries had proposed that it was Abraha's father, Ibn al-Rāyish-and not the Greco-Roman Alexander-who figured in the Qur'an as Zu'l-Ḳ arneyn, or He of the Two Horns. 91 In the above passage, al-Wardi appears not only to endorse this view but in fact to take it a good deal further than any of these early sources, collapsing Abraha of the Signpost and his father, Ibn al-Rāyish of the Two Horns, into a single individual: Abraha of the Two Horns. Far from an innocuous mistake, the conflation of these two figures would lead directly to the conclusion that, first, Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn, or He of the Two Horns, the sacred Qur'anic figure, was an entirely different person from the Alexander of Greco-Roman antiquity, and second, that it was this other Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn who had explored the ocean and marked its navigable limits. In other words, by conflating He of the Signpost and He of the Two Horns, al-Wardi suggests that the bounded nature of the ocean, and the impossibility of discovering what lay on the other side, were views not merely endorsed by ancient authority but, indeed, sanctioned by scripture. Moreover, by disassociating He of the Two Horns from the figure of Alexander the Great, he denied any possible point of intersection between this scripturally based worldview and the geographic knowledge of the Greco-Roman past-in other words, the starting point for contemporary Western humanist understandings of world geography.
For Su'udi, this position could not be allowed to stand, and in the following rebuttal he demolishes it with devastating finality:
This humble one, full of faults [in other words, Suʿudi himself], ventures that, as previously reported, the name of the builder of these idols is Abraha. In addition, it is written in the books of the chroniclers that Abraha of the 89 On the figure of Abraha in Islamic historiography, see Rubin. 90 . And there is a way to confirm this assertion by definite proofs. The first proof is this: The Tabābiʿa were sovereigns of long duration who ruled as kings of Yemen in the distant past. It was their custom and common practice that each of them be given their own surname with a Ẕ ū. It is therefore certain that Ẕ ū'l-Menār cannot be Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn, as no such king is known by two Ẕ ūs. The second proof is this: although the religious scholars of the past differed concerning the prophethood of Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn, they did not dispute that he was a pious servant [of God] and were in agreement that he had not built an idol to approach the Sun. Finally, this humble writer submits that in the beginning of the ninth century AH [sixteenth century CE], a fearless group from Andalusia entered that fearsome sea, plunged into its depths, conquered the talisman of its forbidden treasurehouse, and reached the other side of this endless sea. This is discussed in detail in chapter 3 below, where its wonders and such are completely written down. 92
In sum, Suʿudi presents a coordinated, three-pronged refutation of al-Wardi's position. First, he offers a philological argument: based on what is known from both historical context and the language of the sources themselves, it cannot be that the same leader carried two different epithets. Second, he presents a theological argument: if Abraha really were the sacred Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn of the Qur'an, what business would he have building idols like a godless pagan? Finally, an empirical argument: it cannot be that Abraha-or anyone elseestablished the navigable limits of the ocean, because people from Spain have recently crossed to the other side and returned safely.
It is difficult to imagine al-Wardi's credibility surviving such a sustained and multifaceted assault. But what Suʿudi fails to reveal is why he is so invested in discrediting al-Wardi to begin with. After all, al-Wardi was not a rival Ottoman scholar or even a contemporary; he was a cosmographer from an earlier age, generally known for his literary flair rather than his authoritative knowledge. Even more curiously, it seems that in deconstructing al-Wardi's argument on this specific question, Su'udi at least partially misquotes him. For although al-Wardi does, in the original text of the Pearl of Wonders, state clearly enough that Abraha of the Signpost and Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn are the same person, he then states equally clearly that he is not the same as the Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn mentioned in the Qur'an. 93 92 NL, Ayers 612, fol. 36 r . 93 Ibn al-Wardī, 97: "Huwa Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn lā al-meẕ kūr fī'l-Ḳ ur'ān." Note that this passage also appears in the Arabic-language version of Sipahizade's text, but not the Turkish version; see Sipahizade, [46] [47] What, then, would drive Suʿudi to such lengths, apparently to the point of intentionally overstating al-Wardi's claims in order to discredit him? While he never says so explicitly, an obvious answer lies in the outsized influence of al-Wardi's Pearl of Wonders as a source text for the Quintessence of Histories, a copy of which was presented to the same sovereign (Sultan Murad III) and in the same year (1583) as Suʿudi's own treatise. In fact, the text of the Quintessence, ultimately derived from the Imperial Scroll, included a specific reference to the story of Abraha's voyage to the ocean's last navigable point, complete with a vivid description of his idols. 94 In addition, al-Wardi's name prominently appears in a separate section of text immediately above the Quintessence's world map. 95 Against this background, Suʿudi's attack on al-Wardi must be read as more than a simple critique of al-Wardi himself. Rather, it was an attack on the new meaning given to al-Wardi's ideas by their reappearance in the Quintessence of Histories. In short, according to al-Wardi-or, more precisely, according to the interpretation of al-Wardi that Suʿudi anticipated among his own Ottoman contemporaries-three conclusions emerged. First, Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn had no knowledge of a continent beyond the ocean, since he had ordered an expedition to explore the Caspian Sea rather than the Atlantic. Second, Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn had personally established the outer limits of the Encircling Ocean, affirming that no land existed on the other side. Third, Ẕ ū'l-Ḳ arneyn was a sacred figure from the Qur'an, an entirely different person from Alexander the Great of Greco-Roman antiquity. By implicitly endorsing each of these ideas, the Quintessence of Histories reaffirmed a self-contained sense of space and time that avoided direct engagement with the rapidly developing worldview of the contemporary Christian West. And by systematically exposing each of these conclusions as intellectually untenable, Suʿudi established the basic incoherence of the Quintessence of Histories's attempt to incorporate new knowledge of the world into a traditional geographic frame that was itself demonstrably incorrect.
Moreover, since the most direct way in which the Quintessence of Histories conveyed these ideas was through the visual content of its world map, Suʿudi 94 The passage immediately follows a description of the furthest stretches of the ocean as "the Devil's Realm" ("Mekān-ı İblīs"), a floating city peopled by idol-worshiping demons. It continues: "On this sea the Himyarite Abraha of the Signposts [Abraha-yı Ẕ ū'l-Menā'ir Al-H̲ imyarī] also placed idols here, circumambulated and worshiped by these demons," and goes on to describe the message inscribed on each of them, warning sailors to go no further or face certain death; see TSMK H.1351, 11b. I thank Baki Tezcan for sharing a copy of this manuscript with me as well. Note that while al-Wardi is not cited directly as the source for this story, the text closely matches the relevant passage from his Pearl of Wonders. Cf. Pinto, 2016 , 159. 95 TSMK, H.1351 responded in kind by including two world maps of his own in the first two chapters of his text. As Tezcan has noted, the surviving portion of the first of these reproduces the basic form of the Quintessence world map, but with a critical conceptual difference: rather than depicting the world as a flat disk bounded by the Encircling Ocean and Mount Qaf, it instead presents the earth as it would appear from space, as a three-dimensional globe with a navigable surface extending to the opposite side ( fig. 9 ). 96 Thomas Goodrich, the modern editor of The New Hadith, expressed bewilderment as to why Suʿudi would have chosen two maps so different from one another to illustrate his text, ultimately concluding that this was an indication of a general lack of coherence. 98 But when placed in their proper context, the logic-and the very high stakes-of Suʿudi's choice becomes clear. Rather than a papamundi, a specifically European and Christian mode of representation incommensurate with Ottoman cosmography, Suʿudi presented his second map as the only one capable of depicting the world as it was now known to be. 99 Consequently, if the sultan wished to maintain his claims to rulership over this "reformed" world, it was necessary that he adjust his understanding of space, time, and sovereignty accordingly. As Suʿudi himself wrote, "When the hand of the people of the West reached the new region, the world entered a [new] form." 100 Figure 10 . Gastaldi-type world map from Suʿudi's The New Hadith (İḳ līm-i Cedīd ), Istanbul, Bayezit Devlet Kütüphanesi, MS 4696, fol. 40 v . Courtesy of the Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism. 98 Goodrich, 1990, 39. 99 This despite the fact that Suʿudi carefully glosses points of lingering uncertainty, defending his map as an optimal solution based on currently available information. See Goodrich, 1990, 148. 100 NL, Ayers 612, fol. 33 v : "Vaḳ ti ki ehl-i gȧrbüñ eli ḳ uṭ r-ı cedīde irdi ʿālem bir ṣ ūrata girdi."
CONCLUSION: KNOWLEDGE AND EMPIRE IN RENAISSANCE ISTANBUL
Composed as the sixteenth century drew to a close, Suʿudi's uncompromising and, at times, openly confrontational New Hadith provides a unique window onto the period's larger and increasingly strident intellectual debate over the nature of sultanic authority-a debate for which Alexander the Great continued to serve as a pivotal site of contestation. As in earlier eras of Ottoman history, all parties in this debate continued to share an understanding of Alexander as the ultimate aspirational model for the sultan and his claims to universal sovereignty. But as time went on, they increasingly disagreed about which Alexander. Was it the Alexander of Greco-Roman antiquity, a man of boundless power and ambition who, unfettered by convention, was free to legislate through the force of his own will? Or was it the Alexander of the Qur'an, the original caliph, whose legitimacy lay in the scrupulous upholding of holy law and deference to those trained in its implementation? In the former case, the sultan's boundless power should be matched by patronage for rational inquiry similarly unbounded by tradition. But in the latter case, it was the sultan's responsibility to preserve rather than to expand knowledge, defending it from the pernicious influence of outsiders just as Alexander's wall had protected civilization from Gog and Magog. Equally importantly, this evolving disagreement over Alexander's historical legacy was inseparable from a parallel polarization of Ottoman understandings of the earth's geography and the ethics and the aesthetics of its represention in both text and image. For Piri Reis, writing much earlier in the century, it had still been possible to assert, relatively unproblematically, that maps of the world in Latin and Arabic were part of the same ancient Alexandrian tradition, just as it was possible for him to assume, apparently equally unproblematically, that the Alexander of Western humanism and the Alexander of the Qur'an were one and the same person. By the century's end, however, these two modes of representation were becoming disassociated, along with the personas of Alexander himself, presenting a stark choice between two incommensurate orientations-one Ottoman and Muslim (with east to the left), the other European and Christian (with east to the right). 101 But which side would the sultan himself choose? Initially, it seems that the arguments advanced in The New Hadith were well received by their most important reader, Sultan Murad III, to the point that Suʿudi was rewarded with a promotion to the Suleymaniye Madrasa, Istanbul's most prestigious 101 For a similar debate over the Alexandrian legacy from the medieval Persianate world, see Eaton and Wagoner, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . For a recent study of an analogous process in reverse (of humanist disambiguation of the historical Alexander from the Romantic Alexander), see Campopiano. institution of higher learning. But less than two years later, under circumstances not fully explained by contemporary sources, Suʿudi found himself suddenly out of favor, ousted from his academic position, and compelled to accept a series of increasingly obscure judicial appointments far from the Ottoman capital. Equally importantly, his intellectual reputation also seems to have sunk into obscurity as his distance from the capital increased. By the time of his death in 1591, in the provincial eastern city of Diyarbakir, no copies of The New Hadith are known to have circulated outside of Topkapı Palace, and no other contemporary Ottoman scholars are known to have engaged with his text. 102 Thereafter, Suʿudi's New Hadith was eventually reworked, reissued, and widely circulated to general acclaim, but in a series of anonymous editionsnow innocuously renamed The History of the West Indies-from which its most rationalist interventions would be progressively excised. 103 In the meantime, in 1598, the scholar Aşık Mehmed completed his magisterial Vantage Points of Worlds (Menāẓ irü'l-ʿAvālim), an authoritative Turkish-language work of "traditional" geography that would serve as the most important geographic reference for the next several decades. 104 Unlike the Turkish-language version of Sipahizade's Most Evident of Pathways, which it effectively overshadowed, the Vantage Points of the Worlds included no mention, even in its introduction, of the New World-nor, indeed, any mention of Suʿudi's New Hadith.
Thus, by the end of the sixteenth century, the great Ottoman debate over the discovery of the New World was resolved, at least temporarily, through the unapologetic reassertion of "traditional knowledge." 105 Yet it would be a mistake to assume, based on the studied silence of Suʿudi's peers, that the arguments advanced in The New Hadith were truly forgotten. Instead, works like Aşık Mehmed's Vantage Points now rearticulated a "traditional" worldview not from a lack of awareness of the alternatives but, rather, in opposition to the disruptive new understandings of space and time unleashed by the debate over Alexander's discovery of the Americas. As a result, when a subsequent generation of Ottoman scholars-working under different social and intellectual conditions-would revive their efforts to engage with European forms of knowledge, memory of this debate would inevitably bubble back to the surface of Ottoman intellectual life. 102 Tezcan, 2013, 121. 103 Tezcan, 2012, 33-38. 104 For an edited edition of this text, see Aşık Mehmed. 105 A similar argument in reverse can be made with regard to European humanists' engagement with scientific and medical literature in Arabic; see Hasse. To end with a particularly emblematic illustration of this from the following century, in the 1640s the renowned Ottoman polymath Katip Çelebi (d. 1657) began the first draft of his Survey of the Earth (Cihān-nümā), a comprehensive atlas of world geography that occupied him for the remainder of his life. 106 Eventually, after concluding that existing scholarship in Arabic and Turkish was inadequate for his research, Katip Çelebi arranged to have several contemporary Western geographic works translated and incorporated into his schema-an effort that modern scholars have celebrated as a pioneering, sui generis attempt to break with tradition and embrace the scientific study of world geography. 107 Yet for all the novelty of Katip Çelebi's approach, it bears emphasis that his investigation of the New World actually began exactly where his predecessor Suʿudi had left off: by reviving the debate with al-Wardi, from the pages of The New Hadith, about whether Alexander the Great had discovered America. 108 Katip Çelebi's Survey of the Earth, in other words, was no more of a starting point than Suʿudi's New Hadith was an endpoint. Rather, both were intermediate, interwoven chapters in a much longer history of Ottoman engagement with the Renaissance, the age of discovery, and their entangled intellectual legacies.
